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Opens Opportunities

• Universities 
• Civil service 
• National labs 
• Corporate research labs 
• Research and development 
• Advanced engineering



Freedom!



Work on Big Problems
Many grand challenges: 
• Verification 
• Security and Privacy 
• Fault tolerance 
• Distributed computing 
• Energy-efficient computing 
• Systems biology 
• … 

A lot of them require the tools 
and techniques of the POPL 
community!
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Step 0: Pick an Institution
Very important: 

• Advisor 
• Opportunity 
• Peers

Typically less important: 
• Finances 
• Institution 
• Location

Advice: 
• Apply to the top programs 

in CS and your area 
• Talk to current students 
• Look at recent results
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Step 1: Preliminaries
Typical requirements 

• Demonstrate broad 
knowledge of Computer 
Science at the advanced 
undergrad level 

• Demonstrate specific 
knowledge of your field 

• Often assessed as a set of 
written/oral exams

My emotions: extreme stress!

Designed to be straightforward, but can be difficult when juggling 
living in a new town, teaching, fellowships, research, etc.
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Step 2: Initial Results

Goal: a taste of research 
Model: apprenticeship 
Role: provide thrust 
My emotions: excitement and 
perhaps a bit of shell shock

Ideally, can get involved with 
research early on…

…many advisors will point junior 
students down a clear path
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Step 3: Iterate

Goal: demonstrate ability to 
repeatedly produce high-quality 
research results 
Model: junior partner 
Role: discover technical insights 
My emotions: frustration

Then one repeats the process 
(ideally several times) showing 
that the first result was not a fluke 
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Step 4: Independence

Goal: demonstrate independence 
and maturity as a researcher 
Model: colleague 
Role: finding the question 
My emotions: excitement

Eventually, begin to show 
leadership and break ground in 
new directions
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• Network and give talks 
• Find a job
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Step 5: End-Game
When it is time to move on… 

• Form a committee  
• Propose the thesis 
• Write the dissertation 
• Network and give talks 
• Find a job

My emotions: relief and exhaustion
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Thank you!


